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ON ANY
 ADVENTURE
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From the cities to the 
forests and to the oceans,  
you will find us. Shedding 
water off the jacket of the 
avid hunter. Patching the 
holes in the sleeping bag  
of the thru-hiker. Cleaning 
the salt from the wet suit  
of the ocean surfer. 

We know adventure and  
the gear that is essential 
for it. Camping. Paddling. 
Diving. Skiing. Hunting. 
Fishing. For more than  
35 years we’ve been seeking 
to solve your problems.

Photo by Ivana Cajina on Unsplash
Photo by Samuel Scrimshaw on Unsplash
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“DESIGNING PRODUCTS INTERNALLY 
DEMONSRATES A INTENTIONAL AND 
PERSONAL APPROACH — THEREFORE   
PROVIDING AUTHENTICITY TO THE 
CONSUMER”

Our focus to “design from within” is part of our 

mission to fix gear and bring solutions to the outdoors. 

We sat down to chat with GEAR AID® design director, 

Ray Klein, for a behind the scenes look at our product 

development process and why we value original ideas. 

With more than 20 years of experience in the outdoor 

industry, he shares the importance of designing from 

within and how our new line of Adventure Tools came 

to life at GEAR AID.

HOW DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED IN PRODUCT 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN?

Back when I was a kid, I was really interested in  
taking things apart. I liked sketching and got into art at   
a young age. Then I slowly got more interested in design  
as I learned what it was. 

HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT DESIGN WAS WHAT YOU 
WANTED TO DO FOR A LIVING? 

I went through a graphic program first, but that didn’t quite 
do it for me. After finding industrial design at a university 
close to home, I was hooked right away. The fact that  
I could combine art and engineering, it was the perfect 
balance of the two. And it gave me the opportunity to work 
in the third dimension and not so much in 2D as a graphic 
designer. That’s how I discovered industrial design and 
once I was hooked, I knew I’d do it for my entire career.

WHAT ARE THE QUALITIES THAT A PRODUCT DESIGNER 
SHOULD HAVE?

Curiosity is number one. You should be a curious person 
and be interested in exploring and sketching. You have 
to learn how to use your hands. You’re basically taking 
somebody’s words and ideas and you’re starting to  
build them into visional representations of those ideas.  
Then you start to actually build them into objects,  
so two-dimensional and three-dimensional problem 
solving is super important. You end up using CAD systems 
and learning how to do CAD models and build prototypes. 
Also, having a natural interest in manufacturing and  
new technologies, because industrial designers drive  
the product development process in the early stages.

HOW DO YOU DESIGN A SUCCESSFUL PRODUCT?

It’s a process. Design is iterative. Going back to the 
research, the testing, the prototypes and continuing to 
sketch and to try and solve the problem. It’s rarely ever 
done the first time. There’s a lot of going back and starting 
over again, so lots of prototyping. I do a lot of 3D printing   
if the product is small enough to fit on a 3D printer.  
Larger things take different types of prototyping processes, 
but I’ve always liked to work with my hands and do lots of 
prototypes.

DESCRIBE YOUR APPROACH FOR DESIGNING A PRODUCT.

All design projects start with establishing what problem  
you are trying to solve then spending time on research  
and analysis. Once you have a point of view, brainstorm as 
many solutions as possible. A few ideas usually stand out 
and move into the development process. At this point,  
pen and paper comes out and concept sketches, mock-ups 
and prototyping begin. This process is iterative, so things 
start, stop and switch direction a lot before getting into 
engineering and manufacturing. Then, ultimately that idea 
is transformed into a new product.

WHAT IS YOUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY?

My designs all have aesthetic elements to them, but the 
most important thing is that the product functions right. 
That has always been my philosophy: not to overdo the 
styling or the aesthetics; make it compliment the function.

HOW DO YOU STAY INNOVATIVE AND GROW AS A 
PRODUCT DESIGNER?

I continue to look at new products that I think are cool.  
I’m constantly looking at things that are beautiful, 
things that function, that solve a problem. I look to other 
designers for inspiration by going out and seeing what they 
are doing. I try keeping up with the latest manufacturing 
and prototyping techniques. Basically, making sure you’re 
aware of things that are evolving and how designs are 
changing. It’s a great way to keep an open mind.

This is 
Ray.
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HOW DO YOU SEE DESIGN GROWING WITHIN GEAR AID 
AND THE WORLD IN GENERAL?

My hope is that product design becomes a very important 
part of the GEAR AID brand. Design is something that 
can drive us forward into the future, by looking at new 
technologies, keeping in tune with the new products that 
are coming out, and staying competitive. I see design 
becoming more important for every brand, not just GEAR 
AID. There’re a lot of things that need to be designed and 
design thinking can improve not only products at GEAR AID, 
but they can help solve bigger problems.

HOW DOES SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT MOTIVATE YOU IN TERMS OF YOUR WORK AS A 
PRODUCT DESIGNER?

“Sustainability” is the new buzz word right now and we’re 
in the process of defining what it means for GEAR AID. 
Definitely in the long term it’s us continuing to look at our 
supply chain and trying to make it cleaner and better.  
To make sure workers are treated fairly and that the 
materials that go into our products are safe. For us at 
GEAR AID, it’s a work in progress.

OUTSIDE OF WORK, WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?

Probably kayaking and canoeing. I like being on the water. 
There is something peaceful about it. I also like  the 
challenge of getting from point A to point B. Not only   
is it relaxing, but also interesting to figure out how to   
do it efficiently, so that’s kind of the intriguing side of it.  

Ray’s love for design and the outdoors 
echoes the sentiments of the GEAR 
AID team. By designing from within, 
we seek out challenges and solve 
problems. We do this by developing 
innovative tools that keep the 
adventure going from the backyard 
to the mountaintop. Check out the 
latest GEAR AID Adventure Tools and 
stay tuned for more cool things we’re 
launching in the coming months.

“THE ATTRIBUTES 
FOR GOOD DESIGN 
ARE: MULTIPURPOSE, 
BEAUTY & 
DURABILITY”
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HOW DOES DESIGNING WITHIN GEAR AID RESULT IN 
QUALITY PRODUCTS?

Designing in house is great, because we know our brand 
best at GEAR AID. We live, sleep and eat it here. We have 
inhouse brand standards we’ve come up with. That is 
something we can continually reflect back on. If you were 
to go out and look for a product that’s been designed 
for another brand or something that’s been designed 
generically, when you bring it to your product line, it can 
look a little bit out of place. So, by controlling the design 
of the product internally you ensure that it has all the 
attributes of your brand.

WHAT ARE THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE GEAR AID BRAND?

For GEAR AID, it’s multipurpose, it’s beautiful, and it’s durable.

WHAT MAKES GEAR AID UNIQUE FROM OTHER BRANDS?

We’ve got such a diversity of products. When I came here, 
I didn’t know anything about adhesives or about tapes 
or about waterproofing. So, what’s different about GEAR 
AID is we’re constantly learning. I’ve had to learn about a 
lot of new technologies and new products since I’ve been 
here. Also, I’ve had the opportunity to work on some new 
products that fit into the Adventure Tools category and 
build that out.

DESCRIBE HOW THE NEW CAMP CARABINER LINE 
DEVELOPED AT GEAR AID.

The Camp Carabiner was originally designed to hang 
our LED lighting products. Then after we figured out how 
to hang it, we were inspired to expand the scope of the 
project. So, we decided to try and hang other things and 
basically took the concept and expanded it.

WHY IS THE CAMP CARABINER AND THE NEW 
ADVENTURE TOOLS A SUITABLE ADDITION TO THE GEAR 
AID PRODUCT LINE?

It doesn’t just serve our lighting products. With the Camp 
Carabiner, we can hang a backpack, speaker, or hang other 
products on a camp line. It was a unique project in that it 
actually got bigger and better as we went along. We even 
added the tensioner and a paracord, and so we created a 
whole new category for Adventure Tools. It took a couple of 
years to complete this project. We wanted to make a family 
of products. We solved problems that existed inside the 
camp situation and brought four new products to market 
instead of just a single product.
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ADVENTURE
TOOLS
Just because you’re outside doesn’t mean you 
have to rough it. Get the gear to help you love 
the outdoors even more with our Adventure 
Tools—designed to make camping, diving, 
hiking, biking, and just being outside better.  
A lot better.  
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325 PARACORD  /  15 m

550 PARACORD  /  9 m

550 PARACORD  /  30 m

GEAR UP
AND GO
“Paracord can be used anywhere you need a strong line.  
It can really stand up to weight and pressure.”

AKUA™ Blunt Tip Knife

Cut rope, fishing line, and food riverside. 
Features a titanium-coated, blunt-tip 
blade with a line cutter and dual edges. 
For freshwater use.

BLACK 62060
GREEN 62065

BURI™ Drop Point Knife

Use it at camp or during any adventure 
to cut through various jobs. Features 
a sturdy 7.6 cm full-tang blade with 
straight and serrated edges.

BLACK 62050
ORANGE 62055

*All GEAR AID knives come with a quick-release sheath and removable 
belt clip for easy attachment options on PFDs, backpacks, belts, boots and 
MOLLE Systems.

Paracord 

Choose from 9 m, 15 m, or 30 m of utility cord that’s 100% nylon. Use it to secure a shelter, hang 
a clothesline, or make a survival bracelet.

BLACK  80680
NAV GREEN  80681

KOTU™ Tanto Knife

Be prepared while in the woods or on a 
mission. Features a 7.6 cm titanium-
coated, tanto-style blade with a serrated 
and straight edge.

BLACK 62040
COYOTE 62045
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CRYSTAL CLEAR  /  91500

DRAGON GREEN  /  91501

BLAZE ORANGE  /  91502

PANTHER PINK  /  91503

SOUR LEMON  /  91504

ATOMIC BLUE  /  91505

Ni Glo  

Find your things in the dark by attaching it to keys, 
backpacks, tent guylines and zips or SCUBA gear. 
Charges by light or sunshine and glows for hours. 

SAGE / TAN  80670
ORANGE   80671

REFLECTIVE ORANGE 80672
REFLECTIVE BLACK 80673

SAGE / TAN  80690
REFLECTIVE ORANGE 80691 
REFLECTIVE BLACK 80692

N E W

SPECIAL 
ORDER

SPECIAL 
ORDER

SPECIAL 
ORDER
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Quick Dry Microfiber Towels 

Travel light with a super-absorbent and compact towel, featuring 
odour fighting technology and a storage bag. Use it as a camping 
towel, blanket, or sunshade.

Cooling Towel

Cool the skin with water-activated, 
mesh towel technology. Cools for up to 
two hours. Towel size is 38 x 91 cm and 
includes storage bag.

COYOTE 44700

Micro-Terry Washcloth Kit

Maintain good personal hygiene during 
travel and deployment. Kit includes two 
soft 25 x 25 cm, quick drying micro-terry 
washcloths and a storage bag.

OD GREEN + SAND 44127

Quick Dry Micro-Terry Towels

Enjoy the traditional terry feel with this 
quick drying and large 77 x 128 cm towel. 
It’s also treated with odour fighting silver 
ions and includes a mesh storage bag.

COYOTE   69025
OD GREEN  69030
DEEPBLUE  69041

Op Drops

 Superior formula decreases fogging and 
enhances performance. Included microfiber 
bag doubles as a cleaning cloth. Use 
on glasses, scope lenses, goggles and 
prescription eyewear.

7,4 ml 44053

Gruntline™ Elastic Cord

Use as clothesline, tie-down strap, belt, 
arm sling, or sling shot. Braided utility line 
stretches to 2 m and holds up to 9 kg.

BLACK 68215

Camo Form® Self-Cling Wrap

Camouflage and protect firearms and equipment from scratches with 
this heavy-duty fabric wrap that leaves no residue and is reusable.  
5 x 366 cm roll wraps 1 rifle.

WOODLAND 
DIGITAL

19412

DESERT DIGITAL

19413

MULTICAM®

19418

MOSSY OAK®

BREAK UP INFINITY

19501

REALTREE
EDGE™

on Request

KRYPTEK™ 
HIGHLANDER™

19550

SNOW

special Order only

MOSSY OAK®

SHADOW GRASS 
BLADES

19502

MOSSY OAK®

OBSESSION

19503

MOSSY OAK®

BRUSH

on Request

REALTREE®

MAX-5

on Request
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M 51 x 102 cm 68150
L 77 x 128 cm 68151
XL 90 x 157 cm 68152

COBALT

NAVGREEN

M 51 x 102 cm 68154
L 77 x 128 cm 68155
XL 90 x 157 cm 68156

OD GREEN

SAND

COYOTE

NAVY

M 51 x 102 cm 44033

L 77 x 128 cm 44034

XL 90 x 157 cm 44035

M 51 x 102 cm 44036

L 77 x 128 cm 44037

XL 90 x 157 cm 44038

M 51 x 102 cm 44030

L 77 x 128 cm 44031

XL 90 x 157 cm 44032

L 77 x 128 cm 44041

XL 90 x 157 cm 44042

Silk Neck Wallet

Secure your money, credit cards and  
passport beneath your clothing. Ultra 
lightweight 100% spun silk neck wallet.  
It‘s so soft and comfortable, you’ll  
hardly notice you’re wearing it. High quality 
water-repellent item includes two zippered 
pockets and credit card holder

H 21.5 x W 15 cm 68236

N E W
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Your gear is more than just the stuff you need on a weekend 
camping trip or a trek up the mountains—it’s the tent that 
can withstand the downpour you weren’t predicting,   
the down jacket that keeps you warm as you head into work 
when the temperatures dip, and the wetsuit that protects 
you when you’re diving into new depths of the ocean.   
As you hike up, climb down, or bike over on your adventures, 
your gear is bound to get beat up along the way, sending  
you back to the outdoor store to replace it. 

  REPAIR.

  RENEW.

At GEAR AID, we believe in preserving 
the longevity of your outdoor gear, 
outerwear and footwear with our 
philosophy of Repair, Renew, Reuse. 
Instead of purchasing new gear every 
time it rips or tears, repair it by using 
one of our innovative products to 
make it last longer. When your gear 
starts to look faded or cracked, renew 
it by learning how to care for and 
improve its performance. And when 
you’re finally ready to upgrade, reuse 
it by selling, donating, or recycling  
so that you can reduce waste and help 
care for this earth we all love   
to explore. 

Each scratch or gash on your gear 
tells a tale of where you’ve been and 
what happened along the way— 
so why not keep the story going  
for as long as possible? 

WHEN IT BREAKS, WE FIX IT.

Part of loving the outdoors is loving its unpredictability—
the wildlife that you see on the trails or the huge waves 
you get when you’re out on dawn patrol—but that can lead 
to your gear getting torn up when you least expect it.  
The fear of making a problem worse or not knowing how 
to approach a gear repair can make you hesitant to take 
one on. 

Thanks to our step-by-step instructions on patching, 
sealing, and sewing—plus our innovative and long-lasting 
adhesives, patches and zips—you can not only fix up your 
gear, but you can also empower yourself by learning to 
fix it yourself. Most importantly, you’ll extend its life, save 
money, and keep it out of the landfill, all while letting each 
patch or repaired seam tell a personalized story of your 
experiences outside. 

Imagine not having to give up your beloved waders that 
were with you on your trip to Big Horn River or that trusty 
duffle that you’ve taken with you all over the world (or 
maybe just to the gym and back). With GEAR AID, you don’t 
have to let go of those memories just yet. Learning how to 
DIY your own gear repairs instead of sending it off to the 
manufacturer will also save you time—and won’t keep  
you waiting to head out on your next experience. 

Want to learn more? Check out our DIY repair blogs or 
ask our repair experts for advice on the best approaches 
to gear repair and which products will work best for your 
equipment. You can also get in-person advice at a local 
repair shop near you. 

PERFORMANCE AT ITS BEST.

We all have that prized pair of boots that’s helped us climb 
one more peak or that comfortable tent that’s kept us 
warm in the middle of a wind storm, but over the months 
or years of use they may have noticeably become less 
breathable, less repellent, or less warm. Renewing your 
gear with protectants, cleaners, and conditioners can 
increase performance and give the durability that will 
carry you through your next set of adventures. 

We know that having the latest equipment doesn’t 
compare with the feeling you get when you slip on your 
wet suit that fits just right or tie up your hiking boots that 
you’ve broken in after miles and miles on the trails. 
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We want to help you learn to read the signs that your gear 
needs some TLC—whether that’s visible dirt, fading,  
wet-out, cracking material, or flattening of the product. 

We also want you to know how to care for your equipment 
properly so that it can last as long as you need it.  
After usage, it’s always best to clean or condition your 
gear and apply necessary protectants before you use it 
again—all in the name of extending its life and keeping its 
performance the same as it was on day one.  

Before you start your renewal journey, search our DIY care 
blogs, email us with protectant and gear cleaning questions, 
or get help from professional services that can determine 
the right care plan for your gear. 

GIVE IT NEW PURPOSE. 

You’ve been through a lot with your gear, but there comes 
a point where you may be interested in upgrading or you’ve 
simply got everything you can out of it. Before you toss it out 
in the rubbish bin, take a minute to think about how you can 
give your old outdoor products a new life—whether that’s 
selling, donating, recycling, or upcycling it. 

Your gear is a major investment, and caring for it 
throughout its life can give you the potential to earn some 
cash when you’re have finished it. If you think your gear 
still has some decent life left and could be valuable to a 
fellow outdoor enthusiast, resell it and use the money to 
put toward a new tent, wet suit, or that pair of hiking boots 
you’ve had your eye on. Unsure of where to start?  
Try reselling through Patagonia Worn Wear, TNF Renewed, 
VAUDE Second Use, Globetrotter Online-Gebrauchtmarkt 
(D/A) or even sites like ubup.com, allegro.pl , Stadium 
Goods etc.. or donating it to e.g. The Alpkit Continuum 
Project in UK.

Another way to give new life to your gear is to donate it 
to an organization that could benefit from its use— like 
from organizations which inspires kids to get outside, to 
nonprofits like GRV GreenRoomVoice, GiftYourGear or 
Soles4Souls, which assists developing nations with shoe 
donations. 

You could also consider recycling or upcycling your 
gear so that it gets new purpose. Whether you choose 
to upcycle your old tent into your child’s new adventure 
space in the backyard, turn your old pair of boots into a 
new planter, or opt to donate your gear to companies who 
use old equipment to sustainably create new products like 
Re:Down, Patagonia, Suga Mat, RubyMoon or Good Krama, 
repurposing your gear helps reduce the amount of energy 
it takes to produce new products, and also helps preserve 
our wildlife and natural places. 

Because how else can we celebrate 
this earth that we all love so much 
unless we reduce our impact and leave 
it better than we found so that the 
next generations of adventurers so 
that they can enjoy it for centuries to 
come?

  RENEW.

» DO read all 
manufacturer  
care tags

» DO hand wash all 
tents, boots, and  
 wet suits

» DO spot test leathers 
and suedes before 
you use product  
on them

» DO dry down 
products with 
wool dryer balls to 
maintain shape

» DON’T use regular 
detergents with  
technical fabrics

» DON’T use high heat 
with lightweight 
fabrics

» DON’T dry your  
gear in the sun 

Top DOs & DON’Ts

QU
ICK STATS

QU
ICK STATS

ON AVERAGE,  OVER

40%
...of a product’s environmental impact 
is attributed to product care and end of 
life disposal. 

SRC: OUTDOOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

pieces of outerwear, footwear 
and outdoor gear were repaired 
with GEAR AID products.

IN 2018, WE ESTIMATE

OVER  
2 MILLION

On average, heavy-duty hiking boots 
can last 30% longer when properly 
cared for.
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SRC: THREDUP FASHION  RESALE-REPORT 2019

2X GROWTH OF

MARKET IN NEXT
5-10 YEARS

SECOND
HAND

€350Mrd. 
worldwide trading volume until 2022



AQUASURE®

There’s no need to replace that wetsuit that 
fits just right, or those boots you’ve finally 
broken in—fix them permanently with 
Aquasure, our line of repair adhesives that 
date back over 35 years. Aquasure fixes rips 
and tears so you can keep planning those 
adventures year after year. 
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GEAR TIP
For a nice looking repair with straight lines, add 
masking tape around the repair area, then apply 
the adhesive and remove the tape 1 hour later.

FIX
ANYTHING
“I really can’t say enough good things about Aquasure.  
From waders to air mattresses…it is simply fantastic.”
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AQUASURE NEO™ BLACK WITCH™

Neoprene Contact Cement

Make quick, waterproof repairs to neoprene wet suits, dry suits, booties and gloves.   
Includes an application brush.

Clamshell  28 ml 14324
Counter Display Box 25 x 28 ml 13067

AQUASURE FD™ 
Flexible Durable Adhesive

Fixes all types of rips, tears and holes  
in waders, wet suits and outdoor gear. 
Dries as a clear, flexible and waterproof 
adhesive.

Clamshell  28 g 10116
Tube    28 g on Request

AQUASURE FD 
Flexible Durable Adhesive

Fixes all types of rips, tears and holes  
in waders, wet suits and outdoor gear. 
Dries as a clear, flexible and waterproof 
adhesive.

Clamshell 2 x 7 g 11146

Tube 7 g  004009

AQUASURE SR™ 
Shoe Repair Adhesive

Rebuild worn heels, re-attach delaminating 
soles and create durable toe caps for boots, 
shoes and all types of footwear.

Clamshell  28 g 10415

AQUASURE EP™ 
Epoxy Repair Putty

Fills holes or scratches on dry or underwater surfaces. Strongly bonds to most solid surfaces.  
Cures in 60 minutes and can then be drilled, sawn, sanded and painted etc.

Ideal for boats, canoes, surfboards, cars, caravans and household repairs etc.

Clamshell  28 g 37150

AQUASURE FD Repair Kit

Repairs waders and other outdoor gear 
with this compact kit. Includes 7 g tube 
of Aquasure FD adhesive and 1 Clear +  
1 Black Tenacious Tape® Repair Patch.

Clamshell  10184

Cure Accelerator+X

 For use with Aquasure FD™,  
Aquasure SR™ and Seam Grip WP™

 Speeds tack time to 15 minutes and  
cure time to approx. 2-4 hours 

Clamshell 30 ml 12016
Bottle 1 L 12718

AQUASURE FD™

Flexible Durable Adhesive

Fixes all types of rips, tears and holes  
in waders, wet suits and outdoor gear. 
Dries as a clear, flexible and waterproof 
adhesive. 

OEM Tube – 250 ml  
64 tubes in master pack   10719

OEM Tube – 250 ml  
12 tubes in master pack  10720

OEM Cartridge – 310 ml  
(for caulking gun)  91025
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SEAM GRIP®

You never let a little weather slow you down,  
so why start now? Seam Grip, our waterproof 
line of sealants, stops leaks in tarps, tents, 
sleeping pads, waders, rain jackets, and more. 
Use them to seal up your favorite equipment 
that will stick by your side for years to come. 
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SEAM GRIP FC™

Fast Cure Seam Sealant

Waterproofs up to 18 m of seams on tents and 
rainflys. Water-based formula is flexible, cures 
quickly and dries clear.

Clamshell 60 ml 10603

SEAM GRIP TF™

Tent Fabric Sealant

Waterproofs synthetic fabrics up to 18 m². 
Long-lasting polyurethane water proofer 
for tents, tarps and stuff sack. Water-
based formula that’s non-toxic, dries 
clear and stays flexible.

Bottle 250 ml 10607

GEAR TIP
Use Seam Grip WP to seal a leaky sleeping pad or pillow, then add non-slip dots to the 
underside to avoid sliding on the tent floor.

SEAM GRIP WP™  
Waterproof Sealant + Adhesive

Seals repairs seams and repair rips 
permanently in outdoor gear. Includes 
application brushes and 28 g adhesive 
tube - seals up to 3.7 m of seams.

Clamshell 28 g 10515

SEAM GRIP WP 
Waterproof Sealant + Adhesive

Seals repairs seams and repair rips 
permanently in outdoor gear.

OEM Tube – 250 ml              10914

OEM Cartridge – 310 ml     on Request 
(for caulking gun)

SEAM GRIP SIL™

Silicone Tent Sealant

Seals repairs seams and repair pinhole 
leaks in silnylon tents and tarps. Use the 
included brush and seal up to 7.3 m  
of seams.

Clamshell 28 g 10460

STOP LEAKS
“This stuff is great...there’s nothing more miserable 
and disappointing than being in the middle of a storm 
and finding out that your ‘weatherproof’ tent is not so 
weatherproof.”
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SEAM GRIP WP 
Waterproof Sealant + Adhesive

Seals repairs seams and repair rips 
permanently in outdoor gear. Includes 
application brushes and two 7 g tubes.

Clamshell 2 x 7 g 11541
Tube         7 g 004006

SEAM GRIP WP Field Repair Kit

Make quick, in-field repairs to sleeping 
pads and tents. Includes 7 g tube 
of Seam Grip WP, 1 Clear + 1 Black 
Tenacious Tape® patch and applicator 
brush.

Clamshell  10592

Cure Accelerator+X

 For use with Aquasure FD™,  
Aquasure SR™ and Seam Grip WP™

 Speeds tack time to 15 minutes and  
cure time to approx. 2-4 hours 

Clamshell 30 ml 12016
Bottle 1 L 12718



TENACIOUS
TAPE®

Tears and rips can happen – especially when 
you’re active. Tenacious Tape, our line of repair 
tapes and patches, are ready for nearly any 
kind of slash, cut, crack, or break in your nylon, 
silnylon, polyester, neoprene, vinyl, rubber, 
GORE-TEX® and  SympaTex®fabric gear. Choose 
from peel-and-stick or iron-on options that are 
both washable and weatherproof for extreme 
durability.  
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“Tenacious Indeed! Withstands wear, washer and dryer. 
Saved a €200 down jacket.”

PATCH
MISHAPS
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TENACIOUS TAPE™

RUG FIX KIT
For repairing 
Horse Blankets: 
Tears + Holes 
Damaged Seams 
Loose Edging
Torn Straps
and much more

• Iron-on or glue 
• Suitable for almost all materials
• Easy to use
• Durable instant repairs
• Extremely strong adhesive
• Waterproof
• Ultra-strong

Reflective Tape

Add visibility to jackets, clothing, bikes, 
helmets, pet accessories and more. Washable, 
reflective fabric tape:

7.6 x 50 cm  91123

Repair Patches

Fix jackets, tents and sleeping bags easily by 
patching up rips, holes and gashes. Includes two 
7.6 cm black fabric and two 7.6 cm clear  
round patches.

Clamshell 7.6 cm Ø 10676

Iron-On Neoprene Patch

Mends torn neoprene in minutes with an 
ordinary household iron. Includes one 15 x 25.4 
cm iron-on patch and reusable heat-shielding 
paper.

BLACK 15 x 25.4 cm  16110

Rug Fix Kit

Ideal for repairing all types of horse blankets. 
Tears + holes, broken seams, loose edging, torn 
straps. A waterproof way to seal tears and holes 
in seconds. Seam sealant + urethane adhesive 
for flexible, long-lasting repairs. Includes  
1 iron-on patch (nylon, 15 x 25 cm), 1 fabric tape 
(nylon, 7.5 x 50 cm), 1 x 7 g tube Aquasure FD 

BLACK 91124

SympaTex® Fabric Patches

Use these pressure-sensitive repair patches 
for rips, tears or holes on SympaTex fabric 
including jackets, trowsers and gloves. 
Includes 7.6 cm round patch and 10 x 5 cm 
patch.

BLACK 91125

Mesh Patches

Repair torn tent mesh with these peel-and-
stick patches. Includes two 7.6 cm patches 
backed by Tenacious Tape® adhesive, so it 
stays put on all types of mesh.

Clamshell 7.6 cm Ø  10660

GORE-TEX® Fabric Patches

Use these pressure-sensitive repair patches 
for rips, tears or holes on GORE-TEX fabric 
including jackets, trowsers and gloves. 
Includes 7.6 cm round patch and 10 x 5 cm 
patch.

BLACK 15311

Flex Patches

Make heavy-duty repairs on vinyl, 
inflatables and plastic. Includes two   
7.6 x 12.5 cm TPU patches that stretch 
and resist punctures.

CLEAR  7.6 x 12.5 cm 10800

Silnylon Patches

Fix ripped silnylon tents and tarps fast with 
these peel-and-stick patches designed to 
adhere to silicone coated nylon fabrics. Includes 
two 7.6 x 12.7 cm ripstop patches.

GREY RIPSTOP 10670
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Repair Tape

Make nearly invisible repairs to tents, 
jackets and gear. Washable, peel-and-
stick tape adheres to nylon, vinyl and 
GORE-TEX® fabric. 7.6 x 50 cm.

10689 Black Nylon
10692 Clear PVC
10695 Sage Green Ripstop Nylon
10696 Grey Ripstop Nylon
10686 Yellow Nylon – special order only
10687 Red Nylon – special order only

Gear Patches

Peel-and-stick these fabric patches for instant repairs to rips and 
holes, hide stains and personalize gear. Includes 7.6 x 50 cm of 
nylon tape with pre-cut shapes.

CAMPER  91121
WILDLIFE   91122

Tape loosely packed. Tube no longer included.

Tape loosely 
packed. Tube no 
longer included.

NEW 
IMPROVED  
ADHESIVE

NEW

WORLD’S FIRST
SILNYLON
PEEL’N’PATCH
“It’s now easier than ever to repair high-tech, lightweight 
gear with our Silnylon Patches,” says Christian Rudolph, 
GEAR AID product manager. He adds, “There’s nothing 
quite like it on the market today. It’s a quick fix to 
extend the life of silnylon tarps, tents, backpacks and 
dry sacks.”

N E W N E W

American 
packaging

SPECIAL 
ORDER

SPECIAL 
ORDER
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REVIVEX®

Keep your gear performing just as well as it 
did on day one. Our line of Revivex cleaners, 
conditioners, and protectants can restore your 
gear, make it last longer, and help you be more 
comfortable in whatever kind of outdoor activity 
you do—from hiking, fishing, kayaking, or even 
just walking from your car to your office.
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Wetsuit + Drysuit Shampoo

Cleans and conditions wet suits, dry suits, booties and gloves. Prevents premature aging and 
oxidation of neoprene gear. A 250 ml bottle cleans approx 16 washes.

Bottle     250 ml      30122
Fish Bowl    60 x 15 ml      30821
Refill Pack     60 x 15ml      30822
Travel Packs   750 x 15 ml    30814
Container    5 L      30130

B.C.D. Cleaner + Conditioner

Removes bacteria, salt and chlorine 
crystals from buoyancy compensator 
devices (B.C.D.). Safe to use on all dive 
equipment and scuba gear. A 250 ml 
bottle cleans approx 8 washes.

Bottle 250 ml 34120

Pro Cleaner

Cleans technical garments, sleeping bags 
and tents. Restores breathability without 
impacting DWR on GORE-TEX® fabrics.  
A 250 ml bottle washes approx 16 jackets.

Bottle 250 ml 36295

Odor Eliminator 

Deodorizes wet suits, tents, garments, footwear and sports equipment. Water-activated microbes remove 
odor caused by mold, mildew, sweat, and bacteria. A 250 ml bottle cleans approx 16 washes of clothes.

Bottle      250 ml      36134
Fish Bowl     60x 15 ml       36121
Refill Pack      60 x 15ml       36122
Travel Packs   750 x 15 ml    36112
Container    5 L       36119
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GEAR TIP
It is important that you use a specialized cleaner for technical fabrics. Mass-market detergents 
contain additives such as foaming agents, optical brighteners, dyes, enzymes and fragrances 
etc. They can leave residues on fibers that can potentially impact fabric performance, particu-
larly water repellency .
The advantage of specialized cleaning products: They are engineered to rinse away thoroughly 
without depositing residues.

( American pouch packaging  
- not available in Europe yet.)

“This detergent really blew me away...our old jackets are 
good as new!”

REVITALIZE 
GEAR
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PROTECT
GEAR

Leather Water Repellent

Protect and condition full-grain leather boots, 
shoes and gloves. Gel formula soaks into leather 
for an all-season solution to drying, cracking 
and rain. 

Bottle  120 ml 36260

Suede + Fabric Water Repellent

Protect suede, nubuck, and fabric footwear from 
water, dirt and stains. Gentle formula maximizes 
breathability and is safe for GORE-TEX® fabric. 

Pump Spray  120 ml 36270

Rubber Boot Treatment + 
Rubber Boot Eco Care*

Condition and protect rubber and neoprene 
boots from drying, cracking and UV exposure. 
Also prevents blooming and restores shine. 

*  Ecofriendly water-based Formula 
Contains no chemicals

RB Treatment 120 ml 22600 

RB Eco Care 120 ml 91241

UV Protectant

Protect tents, kayaks and outdoor gear  
from UV damage. Prevents cracking and 
fading, and restores colour and shine.  
Use on plastic, nylon, neoprene and more.

Pump Spray  120 ml 22795
Bottle  355 ml 22798
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“Wow is all I can say, no need for a poncho with this 
waterproofing”

Tent Water Repellent

High performance tent water proofer. 
Helps to restore water repellency to 
outdoor gear leaving a dry, non-stick 
finish. Hundreds of uses: Tents, 
rucksacks, sleeping bags, caravan 
awnings, camping gear, waders. Also 
useful as a light lubricant + protector for 
inflatable boats, oar locks, fishing boots 
+ reels, bag zips, ski bindings + boots, 
hinges etc.

Spray 500 ml 91240

Leather Wax

Leather proofing + conditioner for all  
full-grain leather equipment, footwear 
+ saddles etc. Contains 100% natural 
ingredients: vegetable oil, tallow, beeswax, 
carnauba wax and lanolin.

Suitable for footwear with breathable  
membranes such as GORE-TEX® footwear  
and GORE-TEX® XCR® footwear.

Container  100 ml  36200

GEAR TIP
Regularly washing your technical outwear in a specialized cleaner will remove dirt and grime, 
and help revive your Durable Water Repellent. Applying heat to the garment will also help those 
little hairs to stand back up.

Durable Water Repellent

Restore DWR to outerwear, tents and 
GORE-TEX® garments. High-performance 
formula is PFOA and PFOS-free and repels 
water, oil, stains and dirt. 

Spray 300 ml 36221

ALL-NATURAL

ALL-NATURAL
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MAINTENANCE +
PERFORMANCE
Taking good care of our action gear keeps it out  
of the trash and performing like new. Gear is 
awesome and sacred. Divers need fog-free vision. 
Triathletes need speedy transitions. Everyone 
needs zips that run smoothly.  
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Zipper Lubricants Lubricants

Zipper Cleaner + Lubricant

Prolongs the life of plastic, nylon and metal 
zips on tents, wet suits, duffels and sleeping 
bags. Brush-top removes harmful dirt and 
applies lubricant. 

Bottle with brush applicator       60 ml       29118

Silicone Grease 

Lubricates and conditions rubber, metal 
and plastic SCUBA equipment parts like 
O-rings and regulator parts. Made of 
100% pure, food-grade silicone grease.

Clamshell 7 g 26118

Seal Saver 

Protects and conditions dry suit seals, gaskets, 
O-rings and rubber products. Preserves and 
maintains latex and neoprene seals while 
inhibiting oxidation and deterioration

Clamshell 37 ml 24118

Zipper Lubricant Stick

Protects watertight zips against rust, 
corrosion, chlorine and salt in all 
temperatures. Soft wax formula contains no 
silicone and extends the life of zips.

Tube 2 x 4.5 g 91120

Zipper Wax

Protects watertight zips against rust, 
corrosion, chlorine and salt in all 
temperatures. Soft wax formula contains  
no silicone and extends the life of zips.

Clamshell     20 g 28116

Silicone Lubricant

Spray on to lubricate, condition and 
protect neoprene from salt, oxidation and 
corrosion. Allows for ease of suit entry.

Spray 150 ml 20115

Silicone Protectant

Lubricates and conditions all rubber 
products. Prevents oxidation and corrosion 
from salt water exposure.

Pump Spray  250 ml 22112

Aid
Talcum Powder

Helps preserve latex and rubber seals. 
Eases entry into water sports suits and  
helps prevent chafing. Also used for 
dusting Aquasure repairs etc.

Shaker Bottle 100 g 37131

Neo Slix™ 

Helps ensure a fast and stress free entry or exit 
from neoprene wet or dry suits etc. For use by 
scuba divers, surfers and triathletes where Neo 
Slix has been proven to reduce transition time 
by up to 60 %. Helps prevent uncomfortable 
skin rashes caused by wet suit abrasion areas. 

Hypoallergenic, fragrance-free and 
environmentally safe.

Pump Spray  250 ml 20000
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PROTECTS  
LUBRICATES + 
CONDITIONS
“Keeps zips going for years. I recommend the GA Zipper 
Cleaner+Lubricant to anyone that wants to keep their 
gear in tip top shape.”
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Anti-Fogs

Op Drops™ Anti-Fog + Lens Cleaner

See clearly when using safety glasses, binoculars, scopes, and 
eye shields. Alcohol-free formula cleans and decreases fogging. 
Includes microfiber cleaning cloth/storage bag.

7,4 ml 44053

Goggle Bright™ Anti-Fog Cleaner

Powerful, long-lasting gel formula  
provides crystal clear vision. Non-toxic and 
alcohol-free; safe for all glass and plastic 
dive mask lenses. Suitable for all types of 
swim goggles, Ski goggles and motorcycle 
goggles.

Pump Spray  60 ml 40791

Sea Buff™ Pre-Cleaner

Removes manufacturing residue, dirt, 
sunscreen, algae and other debris on dive 
mask lenses. Pre-cleaner for anti-fog.  
For use on tempered glass lenses only. 

Bottle in clamshell 37 ml 40832
Bottle bulk  37 ml 40835

Sea Gold™ Anti-Fog Gel

Get powerful, crystal-clear vision with our 
longest-lasting anti-fog. Non-toxic and safe 
for all glass and plastic dive and snorkel 
mask lenses.  
Not for swim goggles.

Bottle in clamshell 37 ml 40854

Bottle bulk  37 ml 40852

Sea Drops™ Anti-Fog + Lens Cleaner

Keeps masks clean and fog-free with a 
concentrated 2-in-1 formula. Non-toxic 
and safe for all glass and plastic dive and 
snorkel mask lenses.  
Not for swim goggles.

Bottle in clamshell 37 ml 40230

Bottle bulk  37 ml 40114

Bottle with brush in clamshell  
  60 ml 40418

Bottle with brush bulk  60 ml 41206

Anti-Fog Spray

Enjoy fog-free vision when using goggles, 
masks, face shields and all types of 
eyewear. Fast-acting, non-toxic and 
alcohol-free.

Bottle in clamshell 60 ml 40101

Bottle bulk  60 ml 40100
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GET CLEAN 
AND CLEAR 
VISION
Avid scuba divers, instructors and professional gear testers 
alike agree: Sea Gold is their anti-fog treatment of choice.

GEAR TIP
When scuba diving or snorkeling, there’s nothing more annoying than a fogged-up dive mask. 
De-fog with Sea Gold Anti-Fog Gel, a powerful formula that lasts longer than other anti-fog 
treatments. It’s highly concentrated, so underwater enthusiasts can enjoy multiple dives with 
just one treatment. Use in any water temperature and in all conditions. Avid scuba divers, 
instructors and professional gear testers alike agree: Sea Gold is their choice of anti-fog  
treatment.
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PRODUCT COMPARISON

OLD PRODUCT NAME NEW PRODUCT NAME

AQUAPAK EPOXY REPAIR GA AQUASURE+EP™ REPAIR PUTTY

AQUASURE Repair Kit GA AQUASURE+FD™ REPAIR KIT

AQUASURE Urethane Adhesive Wader GA AQUASURE+FD™  FLEXIBLE DURABLE 
REPAIR ADHESIVE

AQUASURE URETHANE ADHESIVE  
WATERSPORTS

GA AQUASURE+FD™  FLEXIBLE DURABLE 
REPAIR ADHESIVE

B.C. LIFE GA REVIVEX® B.C.D CLEANER & CONDITIONER 

BLACK WITCH NEOPRENE REPAIR ADHESIVE GA AQUASURE+NEO™ BLACK WITCH™  

CAMO FORM McNETT TACTICAL CAMO FORM™

COTOL-240plus - Cure accelerator   
for Aquasure, Freesole & Seamgrip  

GA CURE ACCELERATOR+X  
for use with PU-Sealants and Adhesives Aquasu-
re+FD & Aquasure+SR, Seam Grip+WP only

FREESOLE Shoe Repair GA AQUASURE+SR™ Shoe Repair Adhesive

GOGGLE BRIGHT         GA GOGGLE BRIGHT™                  

GORE-TEX FABRIC REPAIR KIT GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ GORE-TEX®  
FABRIC PATCHES

GRUNT LINE McNETT TACTICAL GRUNT LINE

IRON MEND NEOPRENE REPAIR PATCH GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ Iron-On Neoprene Patch

MAX WAX GA ZIPPER WAX

MIRAZYME GA REVIVEX® Odor Eliminator 

NEO-SLIX GA NEO-SLIX™

Ni-Glo Glow marker GA Ni-Glo™ Glow marker

OP DROPS McNETT TACTICAL OP DROPS

OUTGO Microfiber Terry Towel GA Microfiber Terry Towel

OUTGO Microfiber Towel GA Microfiber Towel

OUTGO Silk Money Belt GA Silk Money Belt

OUTGO Silk Neck Wallet GA Silk Neck Wallet

PROTALC GA TALCUM POWDER

REVIVEX Water repellent spray GA REVIVEX® Durable Water Repellent

REVIVEX HD Proofing & Conditioning Gel for 
Leather

GA REVIVEX® Leather Water Repellent

REVIVEX High Tech Fabric Cleaner GA REVIVEX® Pro Cleaner

REVIVEX Nubuck, Suede & Fabric Proofing Spray GA REVIVEX® Suede + Fabric Water Repellent

REVIVEX SHOE WAX GA REVIVEX® LEATHER WAX

REVIVEX Tent Waterproofer GA REVIVEX® Tent Water Repellent

OLD PRODUCT NAME NEW PRODUCT NAME
RUBBER BOOT SAVER GA REVIVEX® RUBBER BOOT TREATMENT

SEA BUFF GA SEA BUFF™

SEA DROPS GA SEA DROPS™

SEA GOLD GA SEA GOLD™ 

SEA QUICK     GA Anti-Fog Spray

SEAL SAVER GA SEAL SAVER

SEAM GRIP GA SEAM GRIP +WP™ Waterproof Sealant & 
Adhesiv

SEAM GRIP Repair Kit GA SEAM GRIP +WP™ Field Repair Kit

SEAMSURE GA SEAM GRIP +FC™ Fast Cure Seam Sealant

SILICONE GREASE GA SILICONE GREASE

SILICONE PUMP GA SILICONE PROTECTANT

SILICONE SPRAY GA SILICONE LUBRICANT

SILNET GA SEAM GRIP+SIL™ SILICONE TENT 
SEALANT

TENACIOUS BLACK REPAIR TAPE GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ REPAIR TAPE  
BLACK NYLON

TENACIOUS MOSQUITO NET REPAIR KIT GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ MESH PATCHES

TENACIOUS REFLECTIVE FABRIC TAPE GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ REFLECTIVE TAPE

TENACIOUS Repair Patches GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ Repair Patches 

TENACIOUS TAPE TATTOOS GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ Gear Patches

TENACIOUS REPAIR TAPE Transparent GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ REPAIR TAPE

TENACIOUS RUG FIX REPAIR KIT GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ RUG FIX REPAIR KIT

TENACIOUS TAPE MAX FLEX PATCHES GA TENACIOUS TAPE™ FLEX PATCHES

TENTSURE GA SEAM GRIP+TF™ Tent Fabric Sealant

THUNDER SHIELD GA REVIVEX® Tent Water Repellent

UV TECH GA REVIVEX® UV Protectant

WET & DRY SUIT SHAMPOO GA REVIVEX® Wetsuit + Drysuit Shampoo

ZIP CARE GA ZIPPER LUBRICANT

ZIP TECH GA ZIPPER STICK

McNETT®    GEAR AID® 

PRODUCT NAME CHANGES 
SIZE COLOUR CURE TIME STRENGTH PRIMARY USE

PRIMARY  
FEATURE

AQUASURE+FD  Repair Adhesive 7 g / 28 g / 250 g Clear 8 - 12 hrs  Waders + Wet &Dry Suits Waterproof repairs

AQUASURE+FD  Repair Kit 7 g Clear 8 - 12 hrs  Waders + Wet &Dry Suits In-field repairs

AQUASURE+SR  Shoe Repair 28 g Clear 8 - 12 hrs  Boots + Shoes Fix boots, rebuild soles

CURE ACCELERATOR+X 30 ml, 1litre Clear accelerates the  
cure times of the 
above  to 2-4 hrs

only to be used with AQUASURE+FD 
AQUASURE+SR
SEAM GRIP+WP

Faster repairs

AQUASURE+NEO Black Witch 28 ml Black 30 - 60 min  Neoprene Wet &Dry Suits Quick elastic repairs

AQUASURE+EP Epoxy Repair Putty 57 g Grey 20 min / 60 min  Boats, Kayaks, Surf boards etc. Fills holes or scratches

SIZE CURE TIME COVERAGE REPAIR PRIMARY USE PRIMARY FEATURE

SEAM GRIP+WP Sealant + Adhesive 7 g / 28 g / 250 g 8 hrs ca. 1,30m per 10ml • Tents and Gear Permenant

SEAM GRIP+WP Field Repair Kit 7 g 8 hrs • Tents, infl. sleeping mats and Gear In-field repairs

CURE ACCELERATOR+X 30 ml, 1litre accelerates the  
cure times of the 
above  to 2-4 hrs

only to be used with AQUASURE+FD 
AQUASURE+SR, SEAM GRIP+WP

Faster repairs

SEAM GRIP+FC Tent Seam Sealant 60 ml 2 hrs ca. 7,5 m / bottle Nylon Tents, Family tents Fast cure, water based

SEAM GRIP+SIL Silicone Tent Sealant 28 g 3 - 6 hrs ca. 5,60 m / tube • Silnylon Tents Permenant

SEAM GRIP+TF Tent Fabric Sealant 250 ml 4 hrs 18 m² Tent Floor + Rainfly Full coverage

SIZE # OF WASHES HE COMPATIBLE FRAGRANCE-FREE PRIMARY USE PRIMARY FEATURE

REVIVEX B.C.D. Cleaner 250 ml 8 / bottle • BCD Clean + condition

REVIVEX Pro Cleaner 250 ml 16 / bottle • • Jackets + Gear Restore repellency

REVIVEX Odor Eliminator 15 ml / 250 ml / 5 l • Wet &Dry Suits, Tents, Sleeping Bags 100% biodegradable

REVIVEX Wetsuit + Drysuit Shampoo 15 ml / 250 ml / 5 l 1 / 16 / 320 Wet Suits + Dry Suits Clean + condition

SIZE MATERIAL PEEL + STICK IRON-ON PRIMARY USE PRIMARY FEATURE

TENACIOUS TAPE Clear Repair Tape 7.6 x 50 cm PVC • Tents, Jackets, Down jackets Clear repairs

TENACIOUS TAPE Nylon Repair Tape 7.6 x 50 cm NYLON + RIPSTOP • Tents, Rucksacks, Bags + Jackets Washable repairs

TENACIOUS TAPE Repair Patches 7.6 cm Ø PVC + NYLON • Tents + Jackets Patch holes

TENACIOUS TAPE Flex Patches 7.6 x 12.5 cm TPU • Inflatables, Down jackets ... 2x adhesive strength

TENACIOUS TAPE GORE-TEX Repair Patches 7.6 cm Ø, 10 x 5 cm GORE-TEX • • Jackets + Trousers Removable

TENACIOUS TAPE SympaTex Repair Patches 7.6 cm Ø, 10 x 5 cm SympaTex • • Jackets + Trousers Quick repair

TENACIOUS TAPE Silnylon Repair Patches 7.6 x 12.7 cm RIPSTOP NYLON • • Sil-Nylon Tents + Sleepingpads Patch holes

TENACIOUS TAPE Mesh Patches 7.6 cm Ø Mesh Fabric • Mosquito Nets and Fly Sheets Quick repair

TENACIOUS TAPE Reflective Tape 7.6 x 50 cm GLASS BEAD NYLON • Safety Gear Add visibility

TENACIOUS TAPE Gear Patches 7.6 x 50 cm NYLON • Tents + Jackets Precut repair patches

TENACIOUS TAPE Iron-On Neoprene Patch 15 x 25.4 cm NEOPRENE • Wet Suits Abrasion resistant

TENACIOUS TAPE Rug Fix Kit 7.5 x 50 /15 x 25 cm NYLON + GLUE • • Horse Blanket Quick repair

SIZE WATER PROT. STAIN/OIL PROT. UV PROT. CONDITIONS PRIMARY USE PRIMARY FEATURE

REVIVEX Durable Water Repellent 300 ml • • Outerwear + Tents Durability

REVIVEX Tent Water Repellent 500 ml • • Tents + Awnings Waterproofs

REVIVEX Suede & Fabric Water Repellent 120 ml • • Suede Boots & Shoes Weatherproofs

REVIVEX Leather Water Repellent 120 ml • • Leather Boots & Shoes Conditions leather

REVIVEX Rubber Boot Eco Care 120 ml • Rubber Boots Cond. rubber/waterbased

REVIVEX Rubber Boot Treatment 120 ml • • • Rubber Boots Conditions rubber

REVIVEX UV Protectant 120 ml / 355 ml • • Canoes + Kayaks + Surf boards, Inflt. Prevents UV damage

REVIVEX Leather Wax 100 ml • • Leather Conditions leather

McNett®, a multi-award winning outdoor and water sports repair and care company, is presenting a fresh rebranding in 2019 with a new product design and brand 
repositioning. Under the brand name GEAR AID® (by McNett) you can now offer even more products that help the end user keep their outdoor gear, action sports-
wear or water sports equipment in good condition.

Under the direction of Gear Aid‘s CEO Clark Campbell, the realignment of the brand has been implemented step by step since the beginning of 2017. “Our roots have 
always been to develop and produce practical and focused products that help people maintain their equipment and stay out longer,“ Campbell explains. “The rena-
ming of McNett to GEAR AID is the basis for the reorientation, which will focus even more on extending the life and cycle of all types of outdoor equipment, whether 
it be in the water or outdoors. We cannot wait to get the feedback from our customers.“

The European markets are supplied from Germany by McNett Europe GmbH. Most European products are also made in here and are offered through a wide net-
work of specialized national distributors in nearly 35 countries.

The new appearance of GEAR AID also includes the new consumer mantra „Make Outside Yours“, new product developments and new packaging. The new products 
are available in sports shops, specialty stores for outdoor, water sports, diving, horseback riding and specialized wholesalers and online.

www.gearaid.eu / www.gearaid.com
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